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Introduction 
Google’s Quality Raters’ Guidelines (QRG) are a goldmine of SEO information. Over the last few 
years, my team and I have been analyzing websites through the eyes of these guidelines and I’m 
happy to say that we have been able to help quite a few websites to see fantastic SEO wins as a 
result. 
 
The first version of this book was written in 2018. Since then, the Marie Haynes Consulting 
(MHC) team has grown in both numbers and knowledge. Any time a Google employee or Google 
document speaks on Expertise, Authoritativeness and Trust (E-A-T), or about Google’s Quality 
Raters’ Guidelines, we thoroughly discuss these changes as a team and include the best tips we 
can in our SEO newsletter.  
 
We have helped hundreds of websites see improvements in Google rankings after implementing 
our advice. When I travel to speak at conferences, I am always amazed at how many people I 
meet who tell me that they subscribe to the newsletter, have implemented our E-A-T advice and 
have seen nice improvements. Hopefully the information in this document can help you as well! 
 
In this book, you will learn why the Quality Raters’ Guidelines are so important, and what you can 
do to use them to your advantage. 

What are the Quality Raters’ Guidelines? 
These guidelines have been around for quite a few years. They are a large document that is 
given to thousands of people whom Google hires as contractors. The goal of these guidelines is 
to teach these “Quality Raters” how to assess the overall quality of a website. 
  
It is important to note that the Quality Raters have no direct impact on the websites that they are 
analyzing. If they think that a particular website is a low quality one, that website will not be 
directly demoted. Instead, what happens is that the information gained from these raters is 
given to Google’s engineers to help them create better algorithms to assess quality on the web. 
 
In 2019, at Pubcon, a search marketing conference in Vegas, Google employee Gary Illyes 
shared some interesting facts with us about how he personally uses Google’s Quality Raters. 
Gary is responsible for some of the code that is in Google’s algorithms. In many cases, once he 
has written code that is to be integrated into the main algorithms, he will send the quality raters 
two sets of search results to analyze. The raters see two sets of rankings side by side and are 
asked whether the new results produce better or worse search results. They base their answers 
on the textbook that they have read and been tested on...the Quality Raters’ Guidelines. If a 
statistically significant number of raters say that the results with Gary’s code are better, then 
there is a good chance that this code will be implemented into Google’s algorithms. 
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Many people have asked whether this feedback from the raters is used for machine learning 
sets. The hypothesis is that the information gained from these tests could be used as learning 
sets to train machine learning algorithms. I have had several journalists ask me whether this is 
true. If so, it could mean that the quality of Google’s search results is biased by the beliefs and 
opinions of the raters. However, in August of 2018, Google employee Danny Sullivan said that 
Google does not use the information gleaned from quality raters for machine learning.  

Information from Google on the relationship between the QRG and Google’s 
ranking systems 
In February of 2018, Google published a document called How Google Fights Disinformation. In 
it they say that the Search Quality Rater Guidelines “define the goals of [their] ranking systems.”  
 

 
 
In an article published by CNBC in which the journalist sat in on a core ranking team meeting at 
Google, Vice President of Search at Google, Ben Gomes told us the following: 
 

 
 
At MHC, we believe that if something is in the QRG, Google is either already trying to measure it, 
or they want to be able to measure it in their algorithms in the future. As such, if the QRG tells us 
that particular qualities of a website are to be considered either high or low quality, we should 
absolutely be paying attention to those qualities on our websites! 
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Where to find the QRG 
The Quality Raters Guidelines used to be kept private by Google. In 2015 Google announced in a 
blog post that the guidelines were now available for the public to read. 
   
You can find the most recent version of these guidelines at the time of writing this book, here: 
 
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/guidelines.raterhub.com/en//searchqualityevaluat
orguidelines.pdf 
  
The document is huge…just over 160 pages. It contains many examples of high and low quality 
sites. It also contains specific examples of what Google considers measures of high and low 
quality. 
  
For a while now, my team and I at Marie Haynes Consulting Inc have been analyzing websites 
through the eyes of the QRG. We created a checklist that we use for every site we analyze. This 
checklist has grown dramatically over the last few years as we are continually learning based on 
things that Google says, and also note the results that we see from clients who have 
implemented our advice. In this book I will explain each of the sections in our checklist and 
show you how to do a similar analysis. 
  
We have been able to help several sites see significant gains in organic search traffic after 
doing such an assessment. My hope is that you will be able to do the same!  

How to use this book 
Each section of this book contains a screenshot from the version of the QRG that was published 
in December of 2019. You will also see my thoughts on why this section of the guidelines is 
important.  
 
  
If you would like to have my team and I do an assessment for your site, you 

are welcome to contact us at help@mariehaynes.com 
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Is the Site’s Purpose Clear? 
It is unbelievable how often we review websites that have no clear purpose displayed 
prominently on their homepage. I once reviewed a website that had a nice picture of a smiling 
family along with the following H1 tag: 
  
Doing our best to serve all of your needs. 
  
Well, that’s nice but it doesn’t tell me anything about what the purpose of the website is. It turns 
out that this is the site of a general dentistry practice. Sure, the logo told me that this was a 
dentist’s site, but the content on the home page did not. 
  
Google’s quality guidelines say the following: 
 
 

 
 
Whether or not a page’s purpose is clear can be difficult for the site owner themselves to 
assess. Your site is your baby. You know it intimately. But if your site’s purpose is not clear to 
someone who is a stranger to your business, then this is not good. 
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How to assess whether a site’s purpose is clear 
● Look at just the content that is above the fold (i.e. what is visible without you scrolling 

down.) If that was all that you had available to you, could you easily determine what 
the main purpose of the site is? 
 

● If you are not sure, a great way to test this is to use fivesecondtest.com.  With this 
service you can show random people your home page and ask them what they think 
the purpose of your site is. If the vast majority of people are not getting the point, then 
changes should be made. 
 

● I like to include a screenshot of the above the fold content of the website which I am 
evaluating and say either of the following: 

 
- It is clear to me that the site’s purpose is _______. 

 
or  

 
- It is not immediately clear to me what the site’s purpose is. I would recommend 

making the following changes…. 
 

 

Is the site likely to be considered a YMYL page? 
 
YMYL stands for “Your Money or Your Life”. If Google considers your site a YMYL site, it is likely 
going to be held to a higher standard of quality. 
  
On February 7, 2017, there was a significant core quality update that affected a large number of 
sites. You may have heard of an algorithm change called “Fred”. While the SEO community 
considers March 8, 2017 the start of “Fred”, I personally believe that this change started in 
February of 2017. 
  
Fred was actually a combination of algorithm changes that mostly had to do with quality. I 
thoroughly believe almost every site that has been negatively affected by Fred, has issues that 
are directly addressed by the Quality Raters Guidelines. 
  
I have reviewed a large number of sites that saw a significant drop in traffic starting on February 
7, 2017. A large number of these sites were YMYL sites that were lacking in some aspect of 
quality. 
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The following are generally automatically considered YMYL sites: 
  
·      Sites giving medical advice. 
·      Sites giving legal advice. 
·      Sites giving financial advice. 
·      Sites that allow purchase of products or services. 
  
Here is what the QRG have to say about YMYL pages: 
 

 

 

How to assess whether a site is a YMYL page 
● If the site fits into one of the above categories, then consider it YMYL. 

 
●  If the site covers topics that are really important to people’s life decisions, then 

consider it YMYL. 
 

● If the site helps people to spend money, either on the site itself, or via affiliate links, it 
is YMYL. 
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Examples of YMYL Sites: 
 
Shopping/financial transactions: Bankofamerica.com, Ebay.com 
Financial information: Cnbc.com, Forbes.com 
Medical Information: Webmd.com, Pubmed.com 
Legal Information: Americanlaw.com 
News/Official information: Cnn.com, Nytimes.com 
Other (Car Safety, Child Adoption): Consumerreports.com, Iihs.org 
 

Is it clear which content is main content and which is 
supplemental content on important pages? 
 
Main content is the part of the page that directly helps it achieve its purpose. Supplemental 
content is everything else. Examples of supplemental content include the following: 
  

● Navigation links 
● Sidebar information 
● Footer information 

 

 
They go on to describe some examples of main content. (Note: Any links that you see in these 
images are not clickable. You will need to go to this section in the QRG themselves to view the 
examples given. 
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They also give us information on how to identify supplemental content, saying that the easiest 
way to identify supplemental content is to look for the parts of the page that are not main 
content or ads. 
 

 
 

How to determine whether it is clear which content is main content 
and which content is supplemental content 

● Is the site navigation section obvious? 
 

● Is it obvious where the footer starts? 
 

● Can you easily point out which content a reader would find important on most pages? 
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Are ads and sponsored content clearly labelled as such? 

 
 

     How to determine whether ads are clearly labelled as such 
● Can you find evidence of paid ads that look like main content? 

 
● Is there a section of sponsored ads that is not labelled? 

 
● Are there affiliate links that are not clearly labelled? 

 

Is it clear who is responsible for the content of the site? 
 
Google wants to see that it is obvious who is responsible for the site’s content.  While it can be 
acceptable for a site’s owners to remain anonymous, this is not recommended. 
  
Here is what the QRG have to say: 
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Having an ‘About Us’ or ‘Contact Us’ page lets Google and users gain a further understanding of 
the scope and context of your website. This makes it clear who runs the site and who is creating 
the content, helping determine which individuals are responsible for certain sections of the site.  
 
 

How to determine whether it is clear who is responsible for the site 
  

● Does either the contact us or about us page tell us who is responsible for the site? 
 

● If not, is it clear which business runs this site? 
 

● If individual pages on the site are created by unique contributors, is there an author 
byline to tell us who wrote the content? 

 

Is there an obvious way to contact the site? 
Google instructs the Quality Raters to determine whether it is possible for users to contact the 
site owner or business. This can be tricky as some site owners want to remain anonymous. 
  
On my own website, mariehaynes.com, I do not list my phone number as I found that doing so 
results in a lot of calls from people who either want free advice or want to sell something to me. 
But, I do allow people to contact us via a contact form on my contact page. I believe that this is 
good enough for Google. In some cases though, a user may expect to see a phone number or 
even more contact information, especially if you are selling physical products or processing 
refunds and returns on your website. Wherever possible, we would recommend providing 
visitors to your site with as much contact information as you can. 
  
If a site has no obvious contact information, this can potentially be seen as a sign of low quality. 
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How to determine whether it is easy for users to contact the site 
owner or business 

●  Is there an email address, phone number, physical address or contact form that is 
easy to find on the site? 
 

● If any of the above contact information is lacking, is this the standard in this 
industry? Would users normally expect to see, for example, a phone number? 

 

For a shopping website, is there obvious information on payment 
terms, refund policy, etc? 
 
I found it interesting that Google specifically asks their Raters to look for this information. It 
makes sense to me though as users would expect to see this type of information on any 
legitimate shopping website. 
  
I would complete this section for any site that sells products. 
 

 
 
 

How to determine whether there is obvious information on 
payment terms, refund policy, etc. 

● Search through the site looking at their footer, contact page and other pages to see 
if you can easily find this type of information. 
 

● If you can’t find information easily, do a search for things like site:example.com 
“refund policy” to see if you can find it. If the information is on the site, but is hard to 
find, then suggest that the site owner include a link from their footer and contact 
page to make it easier for users to find it. 
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It is interesting to note that Google does not recommend noindexing pages like this. John 
Mueller from Google recently said in a hangout that Google wants to see a site’s Terms of 
Service page and Privacy Policy in the index. When I have tweeted about this in the past, I have 
had several people ask me what to do if you have several websites with exactly the same TOS 
and privacy policy pages. The perceived concern here is for duplicate content. 
  
Duplicate content like this really should not cause issues with Google’s algorithms. In my 
opinion, where duplicate content is a problem is when a site consists mostly of content that has 
been copied from other sites. It could also be problematic for a site if the duplicate content 
causes the site to have thousands of duplicate pages for Google to crawl. Having a few pages 
of duplicate content is not going to cause a quality demotion. 
  
I do believe that it is possible that Google looks for the existence of a privacy policy, TOS, refund 
policy, etc. 
  
Another question that I often get asked is whether the links to our policy pages need to be 
followed links. In September of 2019, Google made changes to their algorithm that allowed 
them to do more with nofollowed links. Now that Google has the choice of whether or not to pay 
attention to a nofollowed link, we do not believe it makes a difference whether you have a 
followed or nofollowed link to your policy pages. Given the choice, we would choose followed, 
but it likely does not make a difference. 
 

What off-site reputation information is available? 
Did you know that the things that people say about your business on sites other than yours can 
impact your rankings? At the SMX conference in the fall of 2017, Google’s Gary Illyes 
commented twice that off-site sentiment is important. 
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What does this mean? 
  
We reviewed a website recently that had been strongly hit by the February 7, 2017 quality 
update. When we looked for information on their reputation, almost everything that we read was 
a customer complaint. Many users who had downloaded this site’s product ended up installing 
malware along with the software. There were complaints about customer service as well. We 
believe their massive drop in rankings was due in part, to a predominantly negative reputation 
online. 
 
In another well publicized case, the website draxe.com saw a large drop in traffic in conjunction 
with the August 1, 2018 “Medic” update. There were reviews all over the web from angry 
customers complaining that they could not get a refund, or that the product they purchased did 
not live up to their expectations. We believe that this overwhelming negative sentiment online 
contributed to their drop. 
 
It was interesting to watch how Dr. Axe’s business went about trying to clean up their reputation 
issues. I should note that they are not our clients. It is quite likely that they have read our advice, 
however, as I have mentioned them as examples in several of my conference presentations.  
 
Over the last year or so, the company has been replying to negative reviews in an effort to help 
users. It appears that they have changed their refund policy. They also have managed to change 
an F rating on the BBB to A+.  
 
The site began to see what looked like a significant recovery with the March 12, 2019 core 
update. Sadly though, they saw further drops after the June 3, 2019 core update. 
 

 
Estimated Organic Traffic to Draxe.com as per Ahrefs.com 

 
 

It is our belief that the March update recognized that the online sentiment for the company had 
improved. We also believe that a large component of the June 3 core update represented 
Google’s attempt to not rank websites that promoted alternative health products that traditional 
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physicians would be unlikely to recommend. We will discuss this more in a later section of this 
book. 
  
In my opinion, negative comments across the web are only a problem if there is obvious 
widespread concern. If you have a few negative reviews online, I would not be too concerned. 
  
I think that there is a grey area in a situation where a competitor has left negative reviews 
across the web for your site. I am hoping that Google is able to determine whether a negative 
off-site sentiment is true or not. 
  
Here is what the QRG say: 
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How to determine what a site’s off-site reputation is 
  

● Do the following search on Google: example.com –site:example.com. This will show 
you pages from sites other than your client who are talking about your client. Can you 
find any evidence of good or bad reviews? 
 

● It can also help to do this search: example.com –site:example.com reviews. Are you 
seeing more positive reviews than negative? If there are a lot of negative reviews, take 
a screenshot of some. While it is never fun for a business to look at bad reviews on the 
web, a plethora of bad reviews may mean that there is a problem that needs to be 
addressed. 
 

● Does the site have a Wikipedia page or a Wikipedia mention? This can be a sign of 
authority. To find this do a search for site:Wikipedia.org? example.com or 
site:Wikipedia.com company name. 
 

● Can you find any evidence of awards that your client has won? If so, we usually 
recommend that we brag about these awards on the site’s about us page. You can 
find this information by doing a search for example.com awards. 
 

● Is there any evidence of experts in the field recommending this company? This can be 
a tough one to find. You may consider asking the company whether they have had 
mentions from people who are authoritative in their field. Similarly, if the site has had 
mentions in authoritative publications such as Forbes, Inc, the WSJ, the NYT, etc. 
these should be included on the about page as well. 
 

● Does the site have positive (or negative) mentions in forums? To find this information, 
do a search for example.com inurl:forum. 
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Here is an example of how we would look for off site reputation: 
 

 
 
Example - Brand Search 
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Is there reputation information available from Yelp, BBB, Google Shopping 
or Amazon? 
This section is similar to the last section. If a business is listed in Yelp, BBB, Google Shopping or 
Amazon, this can be a sign of a legitimate business. If your client has no listing in these areas, 
but their competitors do, then this is something that should be improved upon. 

 
 
Does this mean that all we need to do to rank better is to have an A+ BBB rating? Of course not! 
While we do believe that Google looks at many sites to try and determine the reputation of a 
business, it is unlikely that they base any rankings on the opinion of just one website. As 
mentioned previously, what Google is likely looking for is widespread evidence of obvious 
reputation issues. 
 
Note: If your website serves users from an area outside of the United States or Canada, you may 
not find listings on the BBB or Yelp. What we would recommend is to see where your 
competitors are garnering reviews and then compare your review profile to theirs. For example, 
if a competitor has hundreds of positive Trust Pilot reviews and your site has a smattering of 
negative Trust Pilot reviews, this could be indicative of a problem. 
 

How to determine whether the site is spoken about on these sites 
● Do searches for site:yelp.com business name, or site:yelp.com example.com for each 

of Yelp, BBB, Amazon and Google Shopping. If you do find reputation information on 
any of these sites, include some screenshots. What we want to see here is what the 
general off-site sentiment is. Are most of the reviews good or bad? 
 

● If the site has no mentions on these sites, and it would make sense for them to have 
mentions, then I usually recommend a strategy to help the client create a profile and 
get reviews where appropriate. 
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Is there any evidence of the site/company being involved in fraud or 
financial wrongdoing?  
Negative reviews are bad enough. But, if it is really obvious that your client has a history of fraud 
or financial wrongdoing, this can affect their rankings as well. We do not know exactly how 
Google measures this, but it is definitely mentioned in the QRG: 

 
 

How to find information about fraud or wrongdoing 
● If information on fraud or wrongdoing exists, you likely have uncovered this in the 

section on reputation research. If so, make extra mention of this in this section. 
 

● You can also do searches like the following: business name fraud, example.com fraud, 
business name lawsuit, business name indictment, etc. 
 

● If you do find information that fits into this category, fixing it can be difficult. If a 
company has truly been involved in fraud or wrongdoing, then there is not much you can 
do as an SEO to fix that problem, but you can point out that this sordid history may be 
affecting their rankings. If there is information published about your client that involves 
false accusations, then some reputation management, or legal consultation may be in 
order to try and get this information removed from the web. 

  
● It is also a good idea to do research to determine if any of the site’s main authors have 

had concerns over fraud in the past. We have had a few cases where we found that the 
main author of a site had a sordid reputation. For some sites, disassociating from that 
author has appeared to help. 

 

 

Are there any on-site testimonials, signs of user engagement, etc. that 
could be indicative of a good reputation? 
Google likes to see that people are saying good things about a company, even if it is on your 
own website. Here is a quote from a guide that Google has on making a high quality site: 
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In terms of user engagement, an active comments section can be a sign of good engagement 
too. Gary Illyes from Google was asked about this on Twitter: 
 

 
 

How to determine whether a site has a positive on-site reputation 
● Does the site have a testimonials section? If so, does it have recent testimonials? If 

not, it may make sense to recommend the business puts a plan in place to actively 
seek out testimonials on a regular basis. 
 

● Is there a place for users to leave comments on the site? If so, are the comments well 
moderated? If you are seeing a bunch of auto-generated spam comments such as 
“Great post!” then recommend that they spend time cleaning these up. If there is no 
comments section, but it would make sense to have one, then make this 
recommendation, but be sure to point out that someone must be responsible for 
moderating all comments. For sites with obvious comment spam issues, consider 
recommending use of rel=”ugc’ in the comments section. However, this is likely not a 
replacement for good comment moderation. 

 
One way to determine whether it would make sense to have a comments section is to 
look for similar content on competitors’ sites. If competitors have a thriving comments 
section, then your client should likely have one as well. 
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Is this a YMYL site with no external reputation?  
Not every site has external reputation information available. If every site needed a reputation in 
order to rank well, we would never see new sites ranking. However, if your site is considered 
YMYL then it likely will not rank well unless external information is available. The reason for this 
is that Google does not want to be prominently displaying financial, medical, legal or other 
important advice from a site or business that no one has ever heard about.  
 
For some smaller businesses, extensive reputation information may not be necessary. If you are 
not sure, compare your site against the information available online on your competitors’ 
reputation. 
 

 
 

How to determine whether this is a YMYL site with no external 
reputation 
 
At this point in the review, you should be able to answer this question. If you have not been 
able to find any external information about your client’s business, and if your client has a 
YMYL site, then this is a problem that needs to be fixed. The recommendation would be to 
start working on getting press coverage, blog mentions, reviews, etc.  
 

 

Is there evidence of strong E-A-T (Expertise, Authoritativeness & 
Trustworthiness) for this site and its authors? 
In my opinion, E-A-T is one of the most important parts of Google’s assessment of quality for 
many sites. If your site is a YMYL site, then E-A-T is extremely important. 
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Is E-A-T a ranking factor? Here is what Google’s Danny Sullivan said on this subject: 
 

 
 
Gary Illyes from Google told us at Pubcon Vegas, 2019 that E-A-T is not a ranking factor in the 
sense that PageSpeed is. It’s not a single thing that Google can give you a single score for in 
order to determine quality. Rather, he said that there are “millions of baby algorithms” that 
comprise Google’s core algorithm and that many of those algorithms conceptualize what the 
QRG describe as E-A-T. In his words, “E-A-T and YMYL are concepts that allow humans to dumb 
down algorithms.”  
 
I am certainly not saying that any of us are “dumb”! However, I think that very few of us who are 
reading this book fully understand the complexity of Google’s algorithms.  
 
There is no E-A-T score at Google. Rather, Google is likely gathering information in many 
different ways, all in an effort to thoroughly understand which businesses are known as the best 
and most trustworthy amongst their competition. 
 
Many of the sites I have reviewed that saw drops on February 7, 2017 or with other core quality 
updates had serious E-A-T problems. For example, one site was previously ranking highly for 
queries about a number of prescription medications. However, the site had no one on staff with 
medical E-A-T. Another site which we examined was a site that gave business advice and 
coaching. I felt that the content was good and well written, but the lack of author E-A-T was 
quite obvious. When the site dropped on February 7, 2017, their rankings were overtaken by a 
couple of sites whose authors had extensive business schooling. These authors were often 
quoted in authoritative business publications like Forbes and Inc.  
 
Lack of E-A-T is a serious issue. In some cases, this can’t be fixed. However, we have 
successfully helped many sites see great ranking improvements by improving upon their E-A-T. 
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Before we talk about how we did that, here is what the QRG say about E-A-T: 
 

 

 
 
E-A-T is incredibly important for any website that could be considered YMYL. 
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How to determine whether the site has good E-A-T 
● If the site primarily consists of medical, legal or financial advice, is there obvious information 

about the authors’ E-A-T in these areas? This information could be located on individual pages 
such as in an author bio, or it could be on the about page. 
 

● If the site has multiple authors, does each author have their own bio page? If so, does this page do 
everything it can to brag about the author’s E-A-T? (See the next section for my advice on how to 
do this.) 
 

● Are there any pages or topics on the site that are controversial or have a point of view that is 
opposite to what most people believe? It is ok to have an opposite point of view, provided this 
point of view is not displayed as fact. For example, a site could say, “While this is not a popular 
opinion, we believe that this could be true because…” 

 
● This can be hard for an auditor to determine when reviewing a site. As such, when I do a Quality 

Review, I usually ask the site owner whether they are aware of any controversial pages on their 
site. 

 
●  Look at how the site’s E-A-T compares to competitors. Look at a few competitors’ pages and take 

note of E-A-T factors for their authors. Have they won awards? Do they talk about authoritative 
publications on which they have been mentioned? Do they appear to be better qualified to write 
about these subjects than your client? 

Recommendations for improving E-A-T 
● Be braggy. If the author(s) on your site have awesome qualifications, then write about them on 

either their bio page or about page. Include any of the following if applicable: 
○ Degrees, Credentials, Awards etc. 
○ Mentions on authoritative sites. 

 
●  Use words like, xx years of experience, or …for xx years. 

 
● Look at what competitors are doing. If they are bragging about something that you could also 

brag about, then include that. 
 

● Make sure LinkedIn is up to date with all of your qualifications. We don’t know whether Google 
looks at this information, but it’s something that I look at if I want to determine whether someone 
is qualified. 

 
● If it makes sense, it may help to hire outside help to improve E-A-T. For our client who took losses 

because they had no medical E-A-T, they hired a physician to review all of their medical content. 
Now, each of their medical articles has an author bio on the journalist who wrote the content as 
well as a second author bio for their physician fact checker. This site was hit hard with the 
February 7, 2017 update and recovered all of those losses and more with the August 1, 2018 
“Medic” update after implementing these changes.  
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Example of good author E-A-T: 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/by/peter-s-goodman?action=click&contentCollection=Business%20D
ay&module=Byline&region=Header&pgtype=article  

 
 
Taken from the New York Times author’s page, it is clear from his bio that Peter has extensive 
experience working in the field of economics and has received awards for his past work. When 
users read an article by him relating to business or economics they can trust his opinion will be 
well informed.  
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Here is another example of a site’s author that has great E-A-T: 
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If this is an eCommerce store, how is the E-A-T in regards to 
products? 
If the site sells products that are expensive or represent a major investment, it is important that 
good E-A-T is demonstrated. Having a good reputation on and off site as well as having helpful 
and easy to find customer service information is key in maintaining E-A-T. 

 

How to determine whether there is appropriate product E-A-T 
 

● If the site is not selling big ticket or YMYL type of products, this may not be applicable. 
 

● Compare a few pages with competitors and ask yourself, “Which store would I rather 
buy this product from?” If competitors’ sites make you trust them more than your 
client’s site does, then some work needs to be done. User testing can be invaluable 
here! 
 

● As done previously, look at the About page of the site and determine whether it is 
obvious that the business has good experience in selling these big ticket items.  
 

● Look for evidence of positive reviews of this site’s products on authoritative websites. 
This could include Amazon and other shopping portals, expert websites, blogs, etc. If 
no or little information is found, compare this to the product reputation information 
you can find for competing sites. 
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Are there any pages that have obvious signs of low quality?  
The Quality Raters are given very specific instructions on what to look for on individual pages of 
a site in terms of quality. 
 
A page is considered low quality if any of the following are true: 
 

 
 

How to determine whether pages on the site are low quality in terms of 
quality 
 
Only one of these has to be true in order for pages on the site to be considered low quality. 
  

● Is there a lack of E-A-T (as discussed in the section above)? 
 

● Is there evidence of low quality main content? In order to determine this I will go on a 
search for obvious signs of thin content on the site. What I’m looking for is whether 
there are a large number of pages on the site that have very little helpful information 
on them. There are a couple of ways to do this: 

 
○ In the Index Coverage report in Google Search Console, look at the examples 

they give of “crawled, not indexed” pages. If there are a large number of these 
pages, this can be a sign of low quality main content. I personally believe that 
this is not only looked at by core quality algorithms but also by the Panda 
algorithm. 

 
○ Sometimes you can find thin content by doing a site:example.com search and 

clicking to the last page of the Google results, especially if you have the option 
to click on “repeat this search with the omitted results included”. This isn’t true 
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all of the time, but often, a site’s thin content can be located here. Look at a 
few pages that are at the end of the results and see if you can find instances 
where the quality of the main content is lacking. I am not too worried if I find 
one or two low quality pages. But, if I can find a lot of them, then this can be a 
significant sign of  low quality. 

 
● Is the main content hard to find amongst ads? This is subjective, but if you feel that 

ads are distracting users from finding or reading the main content, then this can be an 
important issue. 
 

● As discussed previously, is there a lack of information on who is responsible for this 
site’s content? Or, does the site have a bad reputation overall? 

 

 

Is there medical, financial or legal advice that should be kept up to date? 
The QRG mention that sites offering medical, legal and financial or other YMYL advice should be 
regularly kept up to date.  
 

 

 
 

How to determine whether this site has advice that should be kept 
up to date 

 
● If the site is YMYL, look at some of their articles. Is there a “last updated” date? If not, 

is the article date recent (i.e. within the last 6-12 months)? If not, recommend that your 
client puts a plan in place to review all YMYL content either quarterly, every six months 
or annually. The goal is to determine whether any of the advice in the article is out of 
date. Each article should have a label at the top or bottom of the article that says, 
“Last updated on…” or “last fact checked on….” 
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For eCommerce stores, is the shopping cart working? Are there other parts 
of the site that don’t work properly? 
 
For eCommerce sites, Google instructs the Quality Raters to actually put an item in the shopping 
cart to make sure that it is working. A shopping cart that is not working properly can be a sign of 
low quality.  
 

 
 

How to determine whether there are parts of the site that don’t 
function as they should 

 
●  If this is an eCommerce site, try putting a product in the shopping cart and then going 

to the checkout page. You don’t need to actually purchase the product, but what we’re 
looking for here is evidence that the shopping cart works as it should. 
 

● If there are obvious parts of the site that are important for its function such as games, 
quizzes, etc. spend some time using them to see if they work properly. 

 
 

Is there evidence that most pages on the site have one of the following: 
time, effort, expertise, talent/skill: 
 
The Quality Raters are instructed to assess individual pages to determine whether they are of 
high quality. It is important that articles have a good amount of content in them. This doesn’t 
necessarily mean that you need to have a certain number of words on the page. But, it does 
mean that you should have enough words on the page to be extremely useful to people. 
 
When the Raters are assessing the quality of the content, they’re instructed to not only read the 
content on the page, but also look at the pictures, watch videos, play games if they’re there and 
more.  
 
They’re wanting to see that this page had a lot of time, effort, expertise, and talent/skill put into 
it. 
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Can Google really determine whether content is accurate? 
Danny Sullivan told us that machines are not able to measure the accuracy of content: 
 

 
The QRG tell us that, “High quality main content must be factually accurate for the topic.” If 
Google cannot measure content accuracy, then what is going on here? 
 
At Pubcon Vegas in 2019, session moderator Jennifer Slegg asked Gary Illyes, “Is content 
accuracy a ranking factor?” Gary said, “For YMYL, yes. We go to great lengths to surface 
reputable and trustworthy sources, so yes.” 
 
So who is right, Danny or Gary? 
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After hearing this quote from Gary, Danny tweeted the following: 
 

 
 
That end part is important…”damn right having accurate content is a ranking factor.” 
 
Google does not attempt to measure the accuracy of your content. Rather, it appears that they 
look for signals that align with E-A-T in order to determine content accuracy: 
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How to determine whether there is a good amount of time, effort, 
expertise, talent/skill 

 
● Have a good look at several important pages on the site and give your opinion on the 

quality of the content. If it is obvious that pages were written quickly with little effort, 
comment on this. 
 

● Look at some competing pages and compare them to your client’s pages. What we 
want to see here is whether the competitors’ pages appear to have had significantly 
more effort put into them. For example, if your client has a 500 word article on a topic 
and the top ranking page has a 5000 word article with helpful photos, videos and 
much more, then give your client this as an example and mention that Google can 
probably recognize that their competitor put more effort into creating their content. 
 

● Look at the authors on competing pages. Do they have more expertise than your 
client’s authors? 
 

● Look extensively for information on the website that could be seen as contrary to 
scientific consensus. We will have more on this in a later section of this book.  

 

Are there pages with an unsatisfying amount of main content? 
Again, for main content to be seen as high quality, the page should look like a considerable 
amount of time, effort, expertise and talent/skill has been put into its creation. It is important to 
note here that the word count of a page is not always important. If you have a page that 
contains only a few words, but searchers are finding it useful, then this can be acceptable.  
 
What we’re looking for here is obvious evidence that a page does not contain enough 
information to be helpful. 
 
Here is what the QRG say: 
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How to determine if there are pages with an unsatisfying amount 
of content 

 
● Do a site:example.com search for your client. Then, click through to the last page of 

the Google results. Sometimes, but not always, this is where we find the thin content. 
Take a look at the pages that are located there and if any look like they don’t have 
much content, make a comment. 
 
Sometimes when I do this type of search, I’ll find pages at the end of the search 
results that contain a single image, a single line of text or are just blank templates with 
no main content. Pages like this should be noindexed. 
 

● If you have access to a crawling tool like Screaming Frog, or the SEMRush site crawler, 
etc. run a crawl and sort pages by word count. Although low word count pages can 
sometimes be helpful, looking at these pages can often help you find the pages that 
are thin. 
 

● As we did previously, look at some competing pages to see if they have significantly 
more content than your client. 

 

Are there distracting or disruptive ads? 
As mentioned previously, Google understands that many websites need ads in order to make 
money. But there are some types of ads that can be annoying to users and can result in a lower 
assessment of quality: 
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Here are some examples of annoying ads: 
 
Example - Ads obscuring the Main Content 

 
 
Example - Interstitial Page that doesn't link back to Main Content (Common on Mobile) 
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In our article on the June 3 core update, we noted that a site that saw significant drops in 
Google traffic was dailymail.co.uk. In that article, we included a video showing the horrendous 
ad experience on the site. As a reader scrolled through articles, they were bombarded with ads 
that covered the content and made it hard to read. This site saw a partial recovery with the 
September 24, 2019 core update. It appears that they have changed their ads now so that they 
are no longer obstructing the reader from digesting the content on the page.  
 
The site did not see a full recovery however, which is likely due to a number of other issues. If 
you are interested, there is an entire Wikipedia page that describes why the Daily Mail should not 
be trusted as a reputable source. These trust issues likely affect their E-A-T. 
 
 

How to determine whether there are distracting or disruptive ads 
on the site 

 
● If you encounter any ads that are really annoying while you are doing your review, then 

screenshot these and include them in your report. 
 

● Are there any ads that make it difficult for readers to see the main content? Note: 
Interstitial ads, which are ads that take up the entire reading area immediately upon 
entering the site, are frowned upon by Google. On mobile, there is an interstitial penalty 
that can affect some sites that do this. However, having a popup with an ad or perhaps 
a newsletter signup can be ok provided that it can be easily closed and provided that 
readers can see the content they want to see upon entering your site. It is best to not 
show this to searchers right away though. Personally, I like to show this type of ad 
after a time delay or upon exit intent. 
 

 

Are there ads that could deceive the user into clicking? 
Providing the end user with an enjoyable experience means that advertisements should be well 
defined and easy to recognize. Any efforts attempting to trick visitors to click ads will lead to 
user frustration and therefore should be given a low quality rating.  
 
Google has an algorithm to detect deceptive ads. An example would be an ad that says, 
“Download” enticing a user to click it thinking that they will download their software, but in 
reality they don’t realize that they are clicking an ad. 
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How to determine whether there are deceptive ads on the site 
 
This is usually fairly obvious. 
 

● Did you come across any ads that looked like they were regular buttons on the site, but 
actually ended up being ads? 
 

● Were there any other ads that looked like they were there to trick users into clicking 
them? 
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Are any of the following signs of low quality content present? 
Similar to tricking users to click ads, websites that attempt to impersonate more well known 
pages or misrepresent facts with the intention of deceiving users are considered extremely low 
quality pages.  

 

How to determine if there is evidence of extremely low quality 
content 

 
● Is there any evidence that the website could be a phishing site? In other words, does 

this site pretend to be another site in order to steal personal information? 
 

● Is there any evidence that the site is deceptively using another site’s logo or branding, 
or impersonating another person? 
 

● Is this a biased affiliate site? Google is not against affiliate sites. However, if you run 
one, it is important to make it so that your reviews of products are not biased by the 
fact that you are receiving a commission for the sale. 
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● Can you find pages that have title tags that are not in line with the actual purpose of 
the page? 
 

Is there any of the following evidence of Lowest Quality Main 
Content? 
The Lowest Quality MC are essentially pages that serve no useful purpose. These pages may 
contain content created specifically for SEO purposes, plagiarized content or intentionally 
misleading users on topics of significance. 
 
Google gives us several things to look for here: 
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How to determine whether there are pages with this type of low quality 
 

● Examine several pages to look for keyword stuffing. This can be subjective, but it is 
usually obvious when keyword stuffing is present for SEO purposes. Do a CTRL-F and 
search for the main keyword. If it is really obvious that there is keyword stuffing, take a 
screenshot of the page with the keyword highlighted. 
 

● It is unlikely that you’ll be doing a quality review on a site made up of gibberish pages, 
but if you see this, this is an obvious sign of low quality. 
 

● Auto-generated main content can be difficult to find sometimes. I usually ask the site 
owner whether they are aware of auto-generated content. Having some of this is ok 
provided that the pages also have good unique and helpful content on their own. For 
example, if a real estate site has thousands of pages that are real estate listings with 
information scraped from other sources, then this is not good. But, if that same page 
also had a significant amount of unique and helpful content alongside this 
auto-generated content, that may be ok. 
 
Many sites with hundreds of thousands of pages have a lot of auto-generated content. 
If the majority of the site is made up of pages that have taken data from other sources 
and simply reorganized it, this is a sign of low quality. 
 
I have done several site reviews where the site owner truly felt that they were offering 
value because they gathered content from many sources, making it easier for a reader 
to find all in one place. But, Google does not consider this high quality. 
 
 

● Ask the site owner whether they have a significant amount of content that is copied 
from another source. For example, if the majority of a site consists of information 
scraped from Wikipedia, that’s a sign of low quality. You can run a few pages through 
CopyScape.com to see if they are copied from another source. Or, for a small fee you 
can have CopyScape review pages in bulk, or even the entire site to see if it is obvious 
that pages are copied from another source. 
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More on pages copied from another source 
Content doesn’t have to be copied word for word in order to be considered low quality. Here is 
what the QRG say about scraped content: 
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Does the site have pages on subjects that contradict scientific 
consensus? 
This is mentioned in several places in the QRG.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Some of the SEO community has argued that it would not be possible for Google to measure 
scientific consensus and use that as a ranking factor. We disagree! 
 
If you run a site that speaks on medical topics, and your Google organic rankings and traffic 
plummeted starting on June 3, 2019, there is a good chance that contradicting scientific 
consensus is an issue.  
 
The traffic graph below is for a site that sells many natural herbal supplements. While some of 
these supplements potentially are helpful, the majority of the products sold on their website are 
for treatments that the vast majority of physicians would not recommend. They definitely 
contradict scientific consensus. 
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Ahrefs.com traffic estimates for a site that speaks on topics contrary to well established expert consensus 

 
A full discussion on how to determine whether a site is contradicting scientific consensus, and 
how to remedy this issue would require a whole book of its own! We have written a thorough 
post on the subject which you can read here: 
 
https://www.mariehaynes.com/scientific-consensus/ 
 
Also, if you run a medical site and have had the MHC team do a standard site quality review in 
the past, you can reach out to your MHC team lead and ask about the thorough white paper that 
we have written that describes our thoughts on how you can improve your site from this 
standpoint. We plan to make this whitepaper available for purchase for non-clients as well at 
some point in the future. Please contact us at help@mariehaynes.com if you are interested in 
this. 
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Is there obvious evidence of hacked or spammed pages? 
Google does not want to show users hacked content. Sometimes Google can algorithmically 
pick up hacked content and give site owners a manual warning in Google Search Console. But, I 
have found that quite often Google doesn’t pick up on hacked content. Still, I do think that even 
without a GSC security warning, there are likely algorithms that can determine that hacked 
content is present and demote this content. 
 

 
 
If your website has thousands of pages indexed it is possible that hackers have attempted to 
create pages, posts or left links that benefit them. A good way to check for these hacked pages 
is to do a site search: site:yoursite.com viagra | cialis | adidas | ugg | kors. These terms are 
common for spammers to use on site they have hacked. Feel free to add more to the search if 
you can think of some. 
 

 
 
You can also run a free search on Sucuri (https://sitecheck.sucuri.net/). Which checks for 
malware and other malicious items that could appear if your site was hacked.  
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How to determine if a site has hacked content 
● Do the site: search mentioned above. Keep in mind that some sites can have 

legitimate pages that mention these terms. What we’re looking for is obvious signs of 
hacked content. 
 

● Run the site through sitecheck.sucuri.net. 
 

● Check the security section of Google Search Console to determine whether they have 
given any security notices. 

 
Please note that this is not an exhaustive list of ways to check for hacked content on your site. 
Some hackers are very sneaky! 

 

 

Does the site have Q&A or Forum pages? If so, is the E-A-T of the 
participants generally good? 
Forums can be awesome sources of good user generated content. But, they can also be chock 
full of low quality content. Google considers forum posts to be low quality if they have no 
answer. Forum pages can also be places where a lot of spam resides as covered in the previous 
section. 
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Assessing the E-A-T of forum posters can be tricky. Google doesn’t expect each poster to have 
a medical, legal or financial degree. I believe that what they’re looking at here is whether the 
forum posters have helpful posts. If many of the posts in a forum are gibberish or spammy, then 
this can be a sign of low quality. 

 

How to determine whether there are low quality forum pages 
 

● Obviously, this is only applicable to sites with forums. 
 

● Sometimes forum posts with no answers will have a footprint that you can search for. 
For example, words like “0 replies” or “be the first to leave an answer” can be 
something you can search for. You could do a search like this: site:example.com 
inurl:forum “0 replies”. If there are a large number of pages that contain this footprint, 
then this is a problem. 
 
In this case, I would screenshot the Google results showing how many pages have 
zero replies and I would recommend that a system is developed to noindex pages that 
don’t receive a reply after perhaps a week of being up. 
 

● Sometimes it can be helpful to compare the forums of competitors to see how the 
quality of their discussion is compared to your client. For example, if a competitor has 
many posts with thoughtful educated discussions and your client has a lot of trolls 
and unintelligent posts, then this is not a good sign. 
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What about link quality? 
The Quality Raters are not told to assess link quality. This does not mean that it should be 
ignored! Google has told us that disavowing unnatural links is not a way to recover from core 
algorithm update drops. However, we have had several clients that we have helped see beautiful 
recoveries after filing a disavow. You can read some of these case studies here. 
 
We believe that there are algorithms outside of the core algorithms that look at link quality. We 
do not recommend disavowing random or “cruft” links that look spammy. Rather, the sites that 
we feel we have helped with a disavow are ones that had used link building via article marketing 
and guest posting at scale.  
 
In February of 2019, I had the pleasure of being invited to take part in a live Google Help 
Hangout with Google’s John Mueller. Prior to going live, I asked John whether I could ask him 
this question and he agreed. I asked him, “I’m assuming you probably can’t answer this, but is 
there any way that…say they didn’t get a manual action. Can those links hurt them 
algorithmically? Because we feel like we’re seeing some improvements in some sites after 
disavowing.” 
 
John replied with, “That can definitely be the case. So it’s something where our algorithms when 
we look at it and they see, oh, there are a bunch of really bad links here. Then maybe they’ll be a 
bit more cautious with regards to the links in general for the website. So if you clean that up, 
then the algorithms look at it and say, oh, there’s– there’s kind of– it’s OK. It’s not bad.” 
 
Whether or not link quality is a component of the “T” in E-A-T is up for debate. Even if it is not, 
we thoroughly believe that any site that has invested in link building methods that bring very 
little value to the business outside of the link made, should have their links thoroughly assessed 
and file a disavow.  
 

What to expect after implementing E-A-T related changes 
Google published a blog post that gives us good information on Google’s core updates. They tell 
us that in some cases when a site is negatively affected after a Google update, there may not be 
a fix.  
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In our experience, however, in most cases, if a site drops in conjunction with a core update, 
there are quality issues that can be improved upon and quite often, we can see partial or full 
recoveries. When we do see a recovery, it generally tends to happen on the date of a subsequent 
core update. 
 

 
 
In our experience, provided a site is a legitimate business that has valid customers/readers, 
recovery really should be possible. With that said, if the primary business objective is one that 
contradicts some of the information written in this book, recovery could be difficult. For 
example, if your website’s main topic is alternative medical treatments that contradict scientific 
consensus, it may not be possible to recover this site. But, we have seen incredible recoveries 
for some of our clients who have worked on improving E-A-T throughout their business. 
 

Conclusions 
Hopefully this breakdown has been helpful for you. Google’s Quality Raters’ guidelines are 
loaded with information that helps us to improve upon our sites. Given that we know that these 
guidelines are used to shape the algorithms that Google uses to assess quality, it is incredibly 
important to do everything we can to appear as a high quality site! 
 
 

To Contact Marie 
If you are having trouble in assessing your site for quality issues, you can hire my team and I by 
contacting us on our website. 
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About Dr. Marie Haynes
 

 
Dr. Haynes is recognized as a leader in 
the field of understanding Google’s 
algorithm changes and penalties.  She 
writes regularly for Moz and Search 
Engine Watch advising on manual 
penalties, Google Panda, Google Penguin 
and Google’s many Quality Updates. 
 
Marie is a regular speaker at Pubcon and 

SMX, two of the largest search engine marketing conferences. Her 
extensive articles on E-A-T have been recommended by Google 
themselves. 
 
She has been doing SEO since early 2008. Her company, HIS Web 
Marketing, rebranded in 2015 to become Marie Haynes Consulting Inc. and 
is now ten people strong and growing.  
 
You can reach Marie and her team here. 
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